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Swnm::iry A numeriC11.I srudy of natural and fo rced convcccion inside an auditorium of the National 
U nivcrsity of Mexico was perfonncd. Two-dimensional sumdy-s1:.tte simuhttions of the heat transfer and 
Duid flow processt'S within u cross-section of the auditorium were c::irricd out using a CFO program. The 
bound:.tzy conditions were varied to obcain Rayleigh numbcn> in the range 101 to 1.85 X 1010 for natural 
convccrion and Reynolds numbers of 10' to 10s for the forced convection flows. The 1(- E model of turbu
lence was i:mployed to predict turbulcnr forced convection. Th.: aim of the study was to determine the 
air Oow pam:ms and 1emµ<:rature field and their effect on thermal comfort conditions inside the audito
rium. 
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1 Introduction 

A primary objective in building design is tO provide appropri
ate thermal comfon conditions. The comfort of che persons 
inside a building is affected directly by the air speed and cem
perarure gradients due co che convective processes wichin che 
building. le is cherefore very important to predicc rhe flO\ 
panems and temperarure distribution accurately in order to 
optimise the de ign of che equipmenc employed, the location 
of heating elements and/or ventilation openings ere. It is also 
important ro minimise che energy expended for hearing or 
cooling and co establish appropiace scracegies for saving ener
gy 1• 11• However due to che comple."<iry of che governing equa
tions used in calculations of convective problems, analytical 
solutions are ofcen not possible and che understanding of con
vection flows has cherefore been restricted. The governing 
equations can, however, be solved using numerical mechods 
built into computational fluid dynamics (CFD) programs. The 
main objective of the programme of research, of which only a 
small pare is presented here, is co evaluate in derail che flow 
pauem inside an auditorium ac the Universiry of Mexico and 
to estimate che effect of changes in che boundary conditions 
on the velocity and temperature distributions and on che 
comfort of che occupants. The firsc stage of the work con
cerned wi ch che effect of che location of che air inlets has been 
reported in Reference 3. A large number of experimental and 
predictive investigations of ventilation flows have already 
been reported, and a representative sample is referred to 
below. Numerical srudies have been carried out by Hertager 
and Magnussent4 ), Timmons et al. cs> and Etheridge and 
NolanC6l; it was reported char che near-wall zone, including 
the boundary layers, is often nor modelled adequacely, partly 
due co the size of the mesh used in that region and partly due 
to che limicacions of the models. Full-scale chambers have 
been used for e.'<perimental studies under well controlled con
ditions, for example by Chen et al.(7), Bauman et al.<8' , Gadgil(9l 
and Jones and O'Sullivant101. Chen et al. (7) and Timmons et 
a/.(5l found char when mechanical air conditioning systems are 
used, che flow patterns depend strongly on the size, shape and 
locacion of che air inlets and outlecs. Bauman et al. csi found 
rhat tl1e transition from laminar to rurbulent flow could be 
delayed; in their work, laminar flow was rnainrained for 
Rayleigh numbers up ro 6.75 X 109. Markacos and 
Pericleouso1> used a finice-volume two-dimensional method 
to solve che conservation equations for mass, momentum and 
energy as well as che two equations for che turbulence energy 

and its race of dissipation in che 1(- £ turbulence model, for 
natural convection tlows in an square caviry. The caviry mod
elled had cwo differentially heated walls and two adiabatic 
horizontal surfaces corresponding tO the floor and ceiling. 
The results were compared wich published experimental data 
for laminar as well as rurbulenc convection. Markatos et af.'1 2) 
calculared che two-dimensional steady-stare flow of a fire 
spreading in a room. Subsequently, Markacos et a/. 031 calculat
ed the corresponding three-dimensional flow under boch 
sc:eady-scace and transient conditions, and included compress
ibility effects. The aim of che study was ro model the fire 
development wichin a shopping mall and to predict smoke 
concentration levels. Only partial validation was possible due 
to the lack of experimental data. Recentl}llH.m che application 
of CFO modelling has been extended co the modelling of 
two-phase fire events, using che Eulerian- Eulerian approach, 
particularly to predict fire-sprinkler imeraction. The results 
obtained were compared wich experimental data and showed 
good qualicative agreement. These studies highlighted the 
necessiry for parallel-architecture computers to reduce cpu 
time usage for che simulations, and che urgent need for more 
detailed e.xperimental data. Ocher studies chat have made use 
of cm methods include those of Chen er al. <1 6> and McGuirk 
and Whinle'' n. The latter paper emphasised char alchough 
CFO programs have proved to be a powerful tool for building 
design, they must be used wich care in order co obcain the 
best results from them. McGuirk and Whittle suggested chat 
a numerical benchmark tesc case should be used to evaluate 
che performance of various CFD programs for building design 
under different boundary conditions. 

2 Flow configuration and numerical method 

In the present study the sceady-state air flow patterns, hear 
transfer coefficients and cemperarure distribution wichin a 
University of Mexico auditorium were calculated across a 
cross-section simularing the second row of seats. The rhermo
physical characreristics of air and che boundary conditions 
were identical tO chose measured in che auditorium. The sec
tion simulated is located under three ventilacion fans: these 
are aeoUc (wind-driven) turbines. The simulations were car
ried our for two-dimensional, sceady-stace natural and forced 
convection. The Boussinesq approximation was employed, so 
that all physical properties of rhe fluid remain constant except 
for che densiry in the body force term, which )las been shown 
co be valid for temperature gradients inside a room of less 
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than 28.6 ° ou>. A two-dimensional configuration was chosen 
for this first stage of the work so as to minimise computation
al time costs and to allow an understanding of the relevant 
flow processes before che complexity of che flows in the audi
corium was increased by che inclusion of three-dimensional 
and transient effects. The rectangular cross-section of the 
audirorium simulated can be seen in Figure l. The vertical 

4. 0 

Figure I Auditorium cross-section (dimensions in m) 

boundaries represent the east and west walls and the horizon
tal boundaries represent the floor and ceiling. One inlet is 
located in the lower pare of each of the side walls and three 
outlets are located on the ceiling. The boundary at the bottom 
includes a central zone in which the 13 seats occupied by per
sons are located, while the areas adjacent to the walls repre
sent the aisles. The heat generated by the seated occupants 
was modelled by employing a value of33°C as the skin cem
perature and a body surface area of 1 m2 per person. The 
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Phoenics finite-volume base computer codeC20> incorporating 
the 1\-e turbulence model was used for the predictions pre
sented here for forced convection. For natural convection a 
laminar version of the same CFO code was used. The equa
tions governing the forced and natural convection phenome
na inside the auditorium, namely the conservation equations 
for mass, momentum and energy can be represented by the 

general form: 

a a a 
-(pU.¢) =-(I'-)+ s 
dX I dX~dX ~ 

I I I 

where the dependent variable If> may be one of the velocity 
components (U or Vin the x andy directions respectively, or 
the enthalpy H. Two additional equations are solved for the 
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Table 1 Source terms in transport equations 

Equation q, . r. s. 
Continuity 0 0 

Momentum in 
U; 

aP a au au 
direction i 

µ,If - + -[µctr( _: +-I )] 
ax. ax. ax ax, I I 

Thermal energy H µ.J(j,lf 0 

Turbulence energy K µj(j, G - pe 

Turbulence 
£ µ,j(j, (EIK)(Cp -C1pe) 

dissipation 

turbulence energy 1(, and the rate of dissipation of K, £. The 
coefficients r¢ and S ¢ and corresponding to each of these 
dependent variables as well as the empirical coefficients 
appearing in the turbulence model are given in Table 1. 

In Table 1 

au au au 
G=-' [(-' + _1 )] ax ax. ax 

I J I 

and for the turbulence model the constants are: cµ = 0.09, 
C 1 = 1.44, C2= 1.92, a;= 0.9, a ... = 1 and a,= 1.22. 

The temperature of the boundaries (walls, ceiling and floor) 
and the incoming air temperature were given the following 
values, which were obtained from measurements09l and 
therefore correspond to temperatures resulting from actual 
weather conditions: the east and west walls and floor 26°C, 
the ceiling 27°C, and the air entering through the inlets 
22°C. For the natural convection flows the pressure at the air 
in.lees and outlets was set to be equal to the aunospheric pres
sure, while in forced convection the Reynolds number (Re) 
was altered by varying the average flow velocity at the air out
lets; for some of these cases the velocity used to extract the air 
inside the auditorium was varied in accordance with the 
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Convection in an auditorium 

number of air changes per hour necessary to maintain the 
specified qualiry of air inside the audirorium<21l, in order to 
provide different inlet Reynolds numbers. The convergence 
criterion used in rhe simulation was to compare the results 
obtained after each iteration with those from the previous one 
and when the two sets of results differed by less than lQ-6, the 
calculation was terminated. Mass and energy balances were 
carried out to establish that both mass and energy were con
served. The initial velocity values were all zero and the start
ing value for the temperature .field was 22°C. All initial field 
conditions were identical for all cases. Grid independence 
tests were carried out for both the natural and forced convec
tion cases wit:h computational meshes of sizes 10 X 10, 18 X 
18, 20 X 20, 25 X 30, 46 X 36, 40 X 40 and 60 X 60. An irregu
lar mesh of 46 X 36 volumes (in the x andy directions respec
tively) was found to provide a good compromise between ade
quate accuracy and acceptable computer time coses. This 
mesh was used for the simulation of all the cases presented 
here. For the natural convection cases the cpu time used was 
around 30 minutes per simulation while for each forced con
vection run around 1.3 hours were used on a VAX 8800 com
puter. 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Natural convection 

Flows with Rayleigh numbers Ra of 103, 10'1, lOS, 106, 107 and 
l.85 X 1010 were predicted, but the results for Ra = 103, 106 
and 107 are not shown here for economy of presentation. The 
flow patterns inside the auditorium for Ra = 10' are shown in 
Figure 2: Two symmetric recirculations are formed with 
upward flow in the centre. This flow is similar to char 
observed both experimentally and numerically for ·natural 
convection in a caviry wit:h an aspect ratio of 0.5 heated from 
below<22}; the auditorium aspect ratio is 0.473. The flow direc
tions result from two main facrors. First, the seats represent a 
zone of high temperature and a pllWle-like flow rising in the 
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Figure 2 Velocity vector distribution, Ra = 10": Scale vector= 0.1 m s- 1

; min: 0.0 m s-1; ma.x: 0.36 m s-1 
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Figure 3 Isotherms, Ra = 10': Contours values in °C; T,.,n = 26.0"C; Tm.,= 32.99'C 

centre is formed; second, the air in the auditorium is at a 
higher temperature than the walls and as it is cooled a down
ward flow is formed near the walls. This movement continues 
until the air reaches the floor, where it changes direction and 
mixes with the air entering through the inlets. The tempera
ture contours for Ra= 10"' are shown in Figure 3; the highest 
temperatures are found above the seats. Large gradients are 
present near the edges of the seats. The temperature field near 
the ceiling indicates the position of the three air outlets 
where the isotherms are perpendicular to the ceiling, in con
trast to the inlets which do not seem to have a large effect on 
the velocity and temperature fields. The results for Ra = 105 

. 
~~ - --- - "-- "-- - ' "- - --- - '-- - - \ --- - - - ..... 

are shown in Figure 4. The rwo recirculation zones are more 
elongated in comparison with the previous case, as are the 
boundary layer regions near the walls. These are reflected in 
corresponding changes in the isotherm patterns as can be 
observed in Figure 5. For Rayleigh numbers greater than 10·, 
small asymmetries were observed in the distributions. These 
asymmetries could be due the precision of the numerical 
solution. The inclusion of the 1(-£ model in the natural con
vection calculations may eliminate such asymmetries: this 
has been implemented by Markaws and Perickous 11 1 for 
Rayleigh numbers greater than 10~ in an square differentially 
heated caviry and by Ozoe et af.1231 for a water-filled recrangu-
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Figure 5 Isotherms, Ra= 101: Contour values in °C; Tm;,= 26.0°C; T"'"' = 32.99°C 

lar cavity for Rayleigh numbers above 109• The flow for Ra = 
1.85 X 1010 corresponds to the actual normal conditions in the 
auditorium. The velocity field is shown in Figure 6 and con
siderable changes can be observed in comparison with che 
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Figure 6 Velocity vector distribution, Ra= 1.85 X !OW: Scale vector= 0.1 m s-1 
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previous cases: the flow entering through the inlets can be 
clearly distinguished, the near-wall airflow is directed 
upwards and the velocities over and around the seats are 
higher. Figure 7 shows the corresponding temperature con-
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Figure 7 Isotherms, Ra= 1.85 x 1010 : Contour values in °C; T min= 22.0°C; Tm"'= 31.77°C 

tours: the temperature gradients in the auditorium are small
er and the near-wall temperatures are lower. 

3.2 Forced convection 

In the predictions presented below, the movement of air 
inside the auditorium is produced by the interaction of natur
al and forced convection effects. Predictions were made for 
Reynolds numbers of 10~, 5 X 103, 104, 5 X 104 and 105, corre
sponding to 1.40, 6.98, 13.96, 69.8 and 139.60 air changes per 
hour. The Rayleigh number was kept constant at 1.85 X 1010 

in all cases. The number of air changes per hour recommend
ed by ASHRA£(lt) is always less than 70, but the results for 
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the two larger Re's were obtained in order to test the numeri
cal model used. Those results not shown here are presented in 
Reference 24. It can be observed in Figure 8 (Re = 103), that 
the air flow moves upwards toward the outlets. The boundary 
layers over the walls are directly affected by the combination 
of forced and natural convection effects, which in this case act 
in the same direction, producing the upward movement. Part 
of the flow entering the auditorium is deflected by the seats. 
The flow entering through the inlets is more clearly formed 
than with natural convection only. Part of the flow moves 
upwards along the wall without making any contribution to 
the cooling of the auditorium. The maximum velocities are 
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Figure 8 Velocity vector distribution, Re= 103 
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24.2 
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Figure 9 Isotherms, Re= 103
: Contour values in 'C; Tmin = ZZ.O'C; Tm"'= 3Z.76'C 

present near the walls and seats. The remperarure contours 
are shown in Figure 9· the gradients inside the aud.icorium 
are relatively small. The flow with Re = 104 is shown in 
Figure 10. The effect of che air entering the auditorium is 
more pronounced than for Re = lQl. The flow direction 
changes when the airscream meets the edge of the seats, pro
ducing a flow vertically upwards near cbe sear/aisle boundary 
toward the outlets. The velocities in che region above the 
seats are generally low, except for a small region near the cen
tre of the room. The cemperarure field shows two large zones 
of uniform temperature of 22 ° C, Figure 11. There is clearly 
little mixing of the air above c.he sears and this was reflected 
in che low (near zero turbulence kinetic energy values calcu
lated across mosc of the audicorium which are shown in 

I 

I'' t 

Figure 12. In Figure 13, Re = lOS, the flow entering the audi
torium is again deflected by c.he seats bur the velocities of the 
upward flow are larger. A recirculation region is formed over 
each aisle near the cop end of the inlets, wic.h c.he air near the 
lateral walls flowing downwards. Apart from the air flow 
deflected by the sears, practically all the air flow entering the 
auditorium is directed coward the aeolic rurbines. Figure 14 
shows that temperature gradients are present in the region 
above the seats and that a local accumulation of heat is 
formed over rhe centre. 

3.3 Co11cludingremarks 

Predictions of rhe natural and forced convection processes 
with.in an auditorium have been carried out with a finite-vol-
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Figure 11 Isotherms, Re= 10": Contours values in °C; Trnio = 22.0"C; Tm,,= 32.43 "C 
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Figure 12 Turbulence kinetic energy countours, Re = 10"; Contours values in m' s-2; Km..,= 0.014 m' s-2 

ume computational fluid dynamics code. The effects of 
increasing Rayleigh and Reynolds numbers were investigat
ed. The predictions indicated a local accumulation of heat 
near the centre of the auditorium for most of the cases investi
gated. This is related to the strong deflection of the airflow by 
the seats, which results in relatively low convection velocities 
over the seat area with the low-wall inlet location which 
exists in the auditorium. The results presented above allow 
the evaluation of several aspects of the flow within the audi
torium and the assessment of their implications for the ther
mal comfort of the occupants. Work is in progress to obtain 
experimental data in the auditorium for the evaluation of the 
predictions. 
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